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Abstract
In this bachelor thesis three-dimensional scalar data is visualized using
isosurfaces. The given data is the output of simulations of T cells in the
lymph nodes. Some of these cells produce a biochemical substance of
which the concentration distribution is of interest. Peculiarities of the
given data are that the values range over several orders of magnitude and
that the domain has holes. This leads to holes in the isosurfaces.
Difficulties when using isosurfaces are the fact that isosurfaces can be
hidden by others and that the resulting image representations can be hard
to interpret. These problems are solved by using varying transparencies
for different isovalues.
The quality of visualizations using isosurfaces also highly depends on
the choice and number of the isovalues. In order to choose those isosur-
faces that represent important features of the data, topological informa-
tion is computed. For this purpose, an algorithm originally applied to
grayscale images of CT scans is modified to use it on the scalar data. The
algorithm computes the Morse complex of the data, which can then be
utilized to determine the persistent homology classes and corresponding
Betti numbers. All the extracted information is used to gain an improved
visualization using isosurfaces.

Zusammenfassung
In dieser Bachelorarbeit werden dreidimensionale Skalardaten mit Hil-
fe von Isofla¨chen visualisiert. Die gegebenen Daten sind Ergebnisse einer
Simulation von T Zellen in den Lymphknoten. Einige von diesen Zel-
len produzieren eine biochemische Substanz, deren ra¨umliche Verteilung
von Interesse ist. Besonderheiten dieser Daten sind, dass die Werte u¨ber
mehrere Gro¨ßenordnungen reichen und dass der Definitionsbereich Lo¨cher
entha¨lt.
Die Visualisierung dieser Daten mit Isofla¨chen ist schwierig, da im drei-
dimensionalen Raum Isofla¨chen von anderen verdeckt werden und das ent-
standene Bild ha¨ufig nicht leicht zu interpretieren ist. Das Problem wird
dadurch gelo¨st, dass fu¨r unterschiedliche Isofla¨chen verschiedene Trans-
parenzen verwendet werden.
Die Qualita¨t der Visualisierung ha¨ngt außerdem stark von der Wahl
und Anzahl der verwendeten Isowerte ab. Um jene Isofla¨chen auszuwa¨hlen,
die wichtige Charakteristika der Daten repra¨sentieren, werden Informatio-
nen u¨ber die Topologie der Daten berechnet. Dazu wird ein Algorithmus,
der urspru¨nglich fu¨r Grauwertbilder von CT-Scans verwendet wurde, an
die vorliegenden Skalardaten angepasst. Der Algorithmus bestimmt den
Morse Komplex der Daten, welcher anschließend verwendet werden kann,
um die persistenten Homologieklassen und die zugeho¨rigen Bettizahlen zu
berechnen. Die gewonnenen Informationen werden dann genutzt, um eine
verbesserte Visualisierung mit Isofla¨chen zu erhalten.
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11 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Sciences like physics, meteorology, medicine and biology constitute a big part of
the area of application for visualization. The example used in this thesis is from
biology: the interaction of cells in the lymph nodes. Some of these cells produce
a substance called Interleukin-2, the concentration distribution of which is of
interest. This process was numerically simulated as described in [CFG13]. The
data produced by this simulation consists of scalar values for the concentration
of Interleukin-2 given on the points of a three-dimensional grid. The process
is time dependent, but ends in a steady state. As the data ranges over several
orders of magnitude, it is quite difficult to find a good image representation. In
this thesis I improve visualization of the output data of that simulation in order
to be able to better understand the process in the lymph nodes. The images
were developed in a cooperation with Daniel Gerecht and Elfriede Friedmann,
two of the authors of the above mentioned paper. There are different approaches
to visualize three-dimensional scalar data like the one given. I will concentrate
on so-called isosurfaces, which are the three-dimensional equivalent to contour
lines. Naive use of isosurfaces for visualization, however, has many flaws, some
of which I remove by using topological information of the data.
1.2 Overview
In section 2 I begin by giving some background information on the biological
data that is visualized as well as basic facts on the numerical simulation.
Section 3 contains some mathematical details on the topological ideas used
in the algorithms. It contains information on complexes, which are used to rep-
resent spaces on the computer, homotopy and homology theory as well as Morse
theory. This section is quite mathematical. It can be used as a reference or be
read completely for a deeper understanding of the mathematical background.
The algorithms used to compute the topological information are described in
section 4. I implemented three algorithms that are based on each other. The first
algorithm builds a discrete vector field on the data. The second algorithm then
uses that vector field to build a so-called Morse complex. The third algorithm
computes the Betti numbers of that complex. The section contains the pseudo
code as well as examples on how the algorithms work.
Section 5 gives some specific information on the implementation in C++ us-
ing VTK (Visualization Toolkit). Here I concentrate on some significant prob-
lems and peculiarities.
The 6th section contains some final visualizations for different constellations
of biological cells. A comparison with basic methods shows the improvements
gained by using topological information.
In the 7th section I give some ideas on how the results of this thesis can be
used for further visualizations.
2 1 INTRODUCTION
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The biological data used in this bachelor thesis is from simulations of cells in the
lymph nodes as described in [CFG13]. I will only give a short overview of the
biological and numerical details. More information on the numerical simulation
can be found in the just mentioned paper. [MCP08] contains further details on
the analytic background of the mathematical model. For further information
on the biological background see [BdlRH+10].
This chapter gives a basic understanding of the data and works with a lot
of simplifications. Hence there is no claim for biological and mathematical
completeness.
2.1 Biological Motivation
Biologists as well as physicians are interested in knowing how the immune sys-
tem works. Here, the lymph nodes play a vital role, especially the so-called
T cells or T lymphocytes. Three types of T cells that are of interest here can
be differentiated: T helper cells that have already been activated, responding
T helper cells that have not yet been activated and regulatory T cells. When
T helper cells are stimulated by an antigen, they release Interleukin-2 (IL-2)
on a synapse. The increasing concentration of IL-2 in the intercellular area
can activate the responding T helper cells. Their number of receptors increases
with the IL-2 concentration around them. Once their levels of IL-2 receptors
are high enough, they are activated and are thereafter likely to proliferate and
differentiate into effector T cells. The regulatory T cells absorb IL-2 and like
that inhibit activation of the responding T cells.
2.2 Numerical Simulation
There have been earlier simulations of T cells in the lymph nodes in two di-
mensions as described in [BdlRH+10]. Figure 1 shows the output of such a
simulation. (a) shows a simulation with only two types of cells, IL-2 secreting
T helper cells and non-secretory responding T helper cells. One can see that
the concentration around the secreting cells is highest. All cells that are acti-
vated are close to the secretory cells. (b) shows the output of a simulation with
additional regulatory T cells. It can be seen that the overall concentration level
is lower. High values only occur very close to the secretory T helper cells.
In three dimensions, however, the distribution of IL-2 is different.
Mathematical Model
In order to be able to simulate the biological process, a mathematical model
is needed. The cells and their interactions can be described by four functions.
There is the concentration of IL-2 itself, which is a function u of the time t
and the place in three dimensions x. This function is only defined on the space
between the cells Ω and its boundaries. Furthermore, for each T cell three
numbers R, B and E are of interest, which are all connected to the number of
receptors. The sum R+B is the total number of receptors of a cell. There is no
strict definition of when a cell is said to be activated, but generally for values
above 3000 it is assumed that the cell is certainly activated and for values below
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(a) without regulatory T cells (b) with regulatory T cells
Figure 1: Visualization of a two-dimensional simulation of T cells in the lymph
nodes. The color map is linear. Taken from [BdlRH+10].
1000 that it is not activated.
Notation:
Ω : inter-cellular area
Γi : boundary of cell i
Γout : outer boundary of Ω
u(t, x) : [0, T ]× Ω → R : concentration of IL-2 at time t and place x
Ri : [0, T ] → R : number of receptors for T cell i
Bi : [0, T ] → R : number of built receptor-complexes for T cell i
Ei : [0, T ] → R : number of internalized complexes for T cell i
These functions are not explicitly known. Therefore, a mathematical model
is needed. The model used here implicitly describes the functions by differen-
tial equations. That means that there are equations for the derivation of the
functions. As the concentration depends on four variables (the time and three
coordinates for the three dimensions), the resulting equation is a partial differ-
ential equation (PDE), a so-called reaction diffusion equation. The equations
for the cells are ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Therefore, the complete
mathematical model is a coupled PDE/ODE system and consists of one PDE
for the IL-2 concentration in the intercellular space and three ODEs for each of
the T cells. The equations are dependent on a number of constants. These can
be looked up in [CFG13].
PDE:
∂tu(t, x) = D∆u(t, x)− kdu(t, x) ∀(t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Ω
D∂nu(t, x) = qi(t, x)− konRi(t)u(t, x) + koffBi(t) ∀(t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Γi
∂nu(t, x) = 0 ∀(t, x) ∈ (0, T ]× Γout
The last line gives the boundary condition for Γout. It means that there is nei-
ther influx nor outflux into or out of Ω. The data for the visualizations in this
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thesis was generated using periodical boundary conditions, which means that
everything that leaves on one side of Ω re-enters on the opposite side.
ODEs for each T cell:
∂tRi(t) = w
0
i + w
1
i
Bi(t)
3
K3 +Bi(t)3
− konRi(t)u˜i(t)− kiRRi(t)
+ koffBi(t) + krecEi(t)
∂tBi(t) = konRi(t)u˜i(t)− (koff + kiB)Bi(t)
∂iEi(t) = kiBBi(t)− (krec + ddeg)Ei(t)
u˜i(t) =
∫
Γi
u(t, s)ds
|Γi|
Initial conditions:
u(0, x) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω
Ri(0) = R
0
i for all cells i
Bi(0) = B
0
i for all cells i
Ei(0) = E
0
i for all cells i
For the numerical simulation it is assumed that the cells have a fixed posi-
tion. The system is discretized by defining a grid around the biological cells.
See figure 2 for an example. The used grid is mainly rectangular, but slightly
deformed around the biological cell in the middle. As there is no data acquired
inside the cell, there are no lattice points where the biological cell is. The visu-
alizations in this thesis use data with grids of different resolutions. The shown
grid (figure 2) is for only one biological cell. In the lymph nodes we find a very
high number of T cells. However, the interactions between the cells can already
be seen using for example 5 × 5 × 5 = 125 T cells. Most visualizations in this
thesis are based on data of 6× 6× 6 = 216 biological cells.
Figure 2: Mesh for the grid around a single biological cell.
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The system is time dependant. Initially, the concentration of IL-2 is assumed
0 everywhere. Figure 3 shows that initially, the number of receptors for all cells
increases. After about 10 hours some cells cut back on the number of receptors,
whereas others get activated. After about 30 hours a steady state is reached.
This thesis focuses on visualizations of this final state.
Figure 3: This plot shows the number of receptors for each T cell over time.
Cells are activated if their number of receptors stays high. Taken from [CFG13].
As can be seen in figure 4, the concentration of IL-2 at the steady state is
very inhomogenous with very high concentrations around the synapses of the
emitting T helper cells. As the color scale is logarithmic, the figure shows that
the IL-2 concentration decreases very fast with increasing distance from the
emitting cells.
Figure 4: Steady state of the simulation. Visualization using cutting planes.
The color map is logarithmic. ‘A’ symbolises an activated cell, ‘S’ a secreting
cell. Taken from [CFG13]
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The simulation output data is stored in a VTK file, the file format of the
Visualization Toolkit (VTK). These files are used for grid-based scalar or vector
data. The file consists of three parts.
The first part contains information about the geometry of the data set, that
means the type of grid and the coordinates of the data points. In this case the
grid is unstructured, but “mostly” rectangular except for the domain around
the spherical biological cells as shown in figure 2. Nevertheless, as some parts
are not rectangular, all data points need to be given.
The second part then gives the topology, that is which data points form
which types of, in this case three-dimensional, cells. Here only polyhedra with
eight vertices are used, which are, as the grid is mostly rectangular, mainly
cubes. For each cube, all eight corners need to be given in the form of numbers
that refer to the data points given in the geometry part.
The last part contains the attribute values for each of the data points. The
data can be vectors or scalars. In the given data the values are scalar.
2.3 Previous Visualizations
One way of visualizing the described type of data is by using cutting planes
as can be seen in figure 5. The problem with this type of visualization is that
the concentration data can only be seen on a two-dimensional part of the whole
data, the cutting plane. Visualizing the whole data using this method, therefore,
requires either multiple pictures or a film in which the cutting plane traverses
the whole data.
(a) with regulatory T cells (b) without regulatory T cells
Figure 5: Visualization using cutting planes for data with and without regu-
latory T cells. 216 cells are simulated. Pink: secretory T helper cells, green:
regulatory T cells. Others: responding T helper cells. The darker the color
the more activated the cells are. Courtesy of Marcus Schaber (University of
Heidelberg).
Another method is to use volume rendering as can be seen in figure 6. A
disadvantage of this technique, however, is that it takes a lot of time to render
in acceptable quality and is, therefore, unsuitable for interaction with the data.
The technique investigated in this thesis is to use isosurfaces. The big advan-
tage of isosurfaces especially over volume rendering is that they can be rendered
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Figure 6: Volume Rendering. Courtesy of Marcus Schaber (University of Hei-
delberg).
with VTK fast enough to allow rotations in real time. Problems with this tech-
nique are that the isosurfaces hide each other, that it is difficult to determine
suitable isovalues and that isosurfaces tend to be hard to interpret for people
not used to this visualization technique.
Figure 7 demonstrates these problems: As the scalar values are distributed
logarithmically, almost everything is blue, the color chosen for the lowest scalar
value. Only at some small points bits of red can be seen, but almost all isosur-
faces except the blue ones are hidden.
The goal of this thesis is to get rid of the mentioned disadvantages of this
visualization method by acquiring information about the topology of the data to
arrange the isosurfaces, while preserving the advantage that it can be rendered
faster than volume rendering.
Figure 7: Naive visualization using 20 isosurfaces for isovalues chosen uniformly
over the scalar range of the data. Isosurfaces are opaque. The color scale is
linear.
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The word “topology” is Greek and literally means something like “the study of
space”. The idea behind topology is to get a more general definition of when
two spaces are “the same”. In a metric space, as for example the R2, a square
and a disk (filled circle) would be “the same” (homeomorphic), but would not
be homeomorphic to a point. Homotopy gives a weaker definition of “equality”.
The point and a square (or disk) are homotopy equivalent. The point and the
circle, however, are not. The idea there is that spaces may be deformed and
stretched, but you may not put holes in them.
The idea of the algorithms that will be described in section 4 is to use this
theory to analyse the biological data. Imagine two-dimensional scalar data. This
data is like a landscape. High values surrounded by lower ones are mountains
and low ones surrounded by higher ones are valleys. Now the landscape is filled
with water. As long as the water level is below the lowest valley, the landscape
is dry. Once the water starts filling the lowest valley, the topology of the wet
parts changes. Once the water level exceeds a hill and thereby combines two
valleys, again the topology changes. As long as no new valleys are filled and the
water level does not exceed mountains, the topology does not change.
In somewhat more mathematical terms, consider so-called lower level cuts,
which are all values lower than a threshold and will be defined later. Now let
the threshold vary. The idea of the algorithms is to analyse how the topology of
these lower level cuts changes as the threshold value varies. The scalar values
where the topology changes can then be used as isovalues.
Definition 3.1 (Topology) A topological space is a pair (X, T ) where X is a
set and T is a family of subsets of X, such that:
1. ∅, X ∈ T
2. {Uα} family of Uα ∈ T ∀α⇒
⋃
α Uα ∈ T
3. U, V ∈ T ⇒ U ∩ V ∈ T
The sets in T are called “open” sets, T is called topology on X.
In topology theory, distances between points are no longer important. The only
thing of interest is something like a “neighborhood” for every point in the space.
More mathematical information on topology can be found in [Bre93] chapter I,
section 2.
3.1 Complexes
The problem with the above definition of a topological space is that it cannot
directly be represented on a computer. Therefore so-called complexes are often
used to represent spaces. There are different types of complexes that can be
used, for example simplicial, cubical or CW complexes. In this thesis I only use
cubical and CW complexes.
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Cubical Complexes
The biological data is given in the form of an unstructured grid, but is mainly
rectangular. This is why, a so-called cubical complex can be used to model the
data. A cubical complex is a set of mathematical, not biological, cells which
meets certain criteria.
Definition 3.2 (Cells of the Cubical Complex) Let D be a discrete (rect-
angular) grid. The data points (i, j, k) ∈ D are called 0-cells, the (unit) edges
between the data points are 1-cells, the unit squares are 2-cells and the unit cubes
are 3-cells. One can equally proceed for higher dimensions.
Let K = K(D) be such a set of p-cells in D.
Definition 3.3 (Face) A p-cell α(p) is face of a q-cell β(q) if p < q and the
vertices of α are a subset of the vertices of β. Write: α(p) < β(q). β is called a
coface of α.
Definition 3.4 (Complex) A set of cells S ⊂ K is a (cubical) complex if for
all α ∈ S all faces of α are also in S.
Figure 8 illustrates the definition of a complex. The set of cells in (a) forms
a complex as for all cells their faces are also in the set. The set in (b) contains
one cell less than the complex in (a). By removing that 0-cell, which is a face
of the 1-cells around, the set in (b) is not a complex.
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(a) complex
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(b) not a complex
Figure 8: The red circles are the 0-cells, the blue lines 1-cells and the green
squares 2-cells. The numbers are the scalar values at the given vertices (0-cells).
Definition 3.5 (Star) The star of a cell α(p) in a cubical complex is the set
of all cofaces β(p+1) of α.
Definition 3.6 (Lower Star) The lower star of a cell α(p) in a cubical com-
plex is the set of all cofaces of α with scalar value less or equal to the scalar
value of α. It is, therefore, a subset of the star of α.
Definition 3.7 (Lower Level Cut) Let D be a discrete (rectangular) grid
and let g(x) : D → R be a scalar function defined on D. A lower level cut
of D is the set of all data points with scalar value less than a threshold t:
Dt = {x ∈ D|g(x) ≤ t} (1)
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A lower level cut can also be defined on a cubical complex. A cell α is in the
lower level cut if all its vertices x ∈ α have scalar values less than the threshold.
Kt = {α ∈ K|g(x) ≤ t,∀x ∈ α} (2)
Figure 9 shows an example of lower level cuts on a cubical complex for two
different threshold values t. All cells contained in the lower level cut of a lower
threshold are obviously also contained in the one of a higher threshold.
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(a) Lower level cut for t = 6
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(b) Lower level cut for t = 8
Figure 9: Examples for lower level cuts. The red cells are those contained in
the lower level cut.
Definition 3.8 (Isosurface) An isosurface I is defined as the set of all points
in the domain D that have the same scalar value a, that is
I(a) = {x ∈ D|g(x) = a} (3)
Often some sort of interpolation between the data points is used so that the
set is a surface instead of just a set of points. Isosurfaces can be viewed as the
boundaries of lower level cuts.
It is often of interest to see how the lower level cuts (and therefore also the
corresponding isosurfaces) change when the threshold value is varied. For t less
than the smallest scalar data value, Kt = ∅. By increasing t, cells are added to
Kt so that Kt1 ⊂ Kt2∀t1 < t2. For t bigger than the maximum scalar value, Kt
is the whole data set.
Such a sequence of nested complexes is called a filtration.
CW Complex
Like cubical complexes, CW complexes consist of cells. The C in CW stands for
“closure finite” and the W for “weak topology”. The difference to cubical com-
plexes is that the exact form of the cells is no longer important. Instead, only the
dimension of the cells is relevant. More mathematically complete information
can be found in [Bre93] chapter IV section 8.
Definition 3.9 (p-cell in the CW complex) A p-cell α(p) of dimension p is
a set homeomorphic to the unit ball in p-dimensional space {x ∈ Rp : ‖x‖ ≤ 1}.
The boundary of the unit ball is the unit sphere {x ∈ Rp : ‖x‖ = 1}. The
boundary of a p-cell is therefore the subset of the cell which is mapped on the
unit sphere by the homeomorphism. (See [For02] p. 2-3)
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A 2-cell for example could still be a square, but just as well have any other
2-dimensional shape. Its boundary is then the line surrounding the shape.
Constructing a CW complex As for every higher dimensional cell in a
complex all its lower dimensional faces have to be in the complex, a CW complex
can be constructed inductively as follows:
Start with a finite set X0 of 0-cells and attach to it a set of 1-cells. This leads
to the 1-skeleton X1. Attaching 2-cells to the 1-skeleton leads to the 2-skeleton.
This can be repeated up to a dimension n.
Definition 3.10 (Finite CW complex) A finite CW complex is a topologi-
cal space X for which there exists a finite sequence ∅ ⊂ X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xn =
X with:
Xi is constructed by attaching cells to X(i−1). (See [For02] p. 3-4) for all
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.
Such a sequence of spaces is called a CW decomposition of X if in every step
exactly one cell is attached.
Figure 10 shows a CW decomposition of the 2-torus. It starts with a 0-cell,
attaches two 1-cells and attaches to the 1-cells one 2-cell.
Figure 10: CW decomposition of a 2-torus. Taken from [For02] p.4.
Definition 3.11 (Attaching Map) The attaching map Φ of a p-cell α(p) is a
continuous function from the boundary of the cell ∂α(p) ∈ Sp−1 to the (p − 1)-
skeleton Xp−1.
Φ : Sp−1 → Xp−1 (4)
The whole boundary of a cell has to be attached to the skeleton of lower
dimensional cells. Figure 11 demonstrates how to attach a 1-cell to a circle.
The 1-cell has its two end points as boundary. In (a), only one of the ends is
connected to the circle. Therefore, the cell is not attached properly. In (b) both
ends are connected. The cell is attached to the circle.
As the biological data is given in the form of a scalar function which is defined
on the points of a grid, it can be transformed to a cubical complex. It can
be shown that this cubical complex contains the same topological information
as the data itself. The goal of Morse theory will be to transform the cubical
complex to a CW complex that has fewer cells without losing information about
the topology. To be able to do so, we first have to define when two topological
spaces are “equal”. This can be achieved by using homotopy theory.
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(a) A 1-cell not attached to a circle. (b) A 1-cell attached to a circle.
Figure 11: Attaching a 1-cell to a circle. Taken from [For02] p.3.
3.2 Homotopy
Not all variations of the threshold lead to changes in the topology of the lower
level cuts. In order to distinguish between relevant and non-relevant changes,
homotopy equivalence can be used. More theoretical information about homo-
topy can be found in [Bre93] chapter I, section 14.
Definition 3.12 (Homotopy) Let X,Y be topological spaces, f, g : X 7→ Y
continuous functions.
A homotopy between f and g is a continuous function H : X × I 7→ Y , such
that H(x, 0) = f(x) and H(x, 1) = g(x) ∀x ∈ X. If such a H exist, then f and
g are said to be homotopic: f ' g.
Definition 3.13 (Homotopy Equivalence) A map f : X → Y is said to be
a homotopy equivalence if there is a map g : Y → X such that g ◦ f ' idX and
f ◦ g ' idY . In this case X and Y are said to be homotopy equivalent: X ' Y .
In order to define homotopy on cell complexes, we first need some further
definitions.
Definition 3.14 (Free Pair) A cell β(p) of a cubical complex has a free face
α(p−1) if α is a face of β and α has no other cofaces. The pair (α, β) is called
a free pair.
Definition 3.15 (Collapse and Expansion) By removing a free pair from a
complex K, we get a subcomplex of K, called elementary collapse of K. The
inverse counterpart is called an expansion.
Definition 3.16 (Simple Homotopy Equivalence) Two complexes K and
K′ are simple homotopy equivalent if K can be transformed to K′ by a sequence
of collapses and expansions.
In [Hat01] chapter 0, it is shown that on cubical complexes this definition of
homotopy equivalence coincides with the general definition 3.13.
Example 3.1 The 0-cell with scalar value 13 in figure 12 (a) is a free face of
the 1-cell (13.5) between the 0-cells with values 5 and 13, as it has no other
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cofaces. The cells (13) and (13.5) form a free pair. Removing this free pair
results in another complex, an elementary collapse (figure 12 (b)). The two
complexes are therefore simple homotopy equivalent.
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(b) elementary collapse of K
Figure 12: Complex with one free pair and elementary collapse.
3.3 Homology
The problem when using homotopy to check if two spaces are the same is that a
concrete sequence of collapses and expansions has to be found, which transforms
one space into the other. The basic idea of homology theory is to compute so-
called homology groups. These groups can be computed for a space and they are
homotopy invariant, which means that they are the same if the corresponding
spaces are homotopy equivalent. The advantage of homology over homotopy is,
therefore, that homology groups are easier to compute. For a three-dimensional
euclidean space, there are three homology groups. The ranks of these groups
give the number of connected components, the number of two-dimensional holes
and the number of three-dimensional voids in the space.
Thus, homology theory uses algebraic groups to describe the topological
structure of complexes. First, we need some definitions:
Definition 3.17 (p-Chain) Let X be a CW complex. A p-chain of X with
Z2-coefficients is a function from the p-cells of X to Z2 which disappears on all
but finitely many p-cells.
The p-chains form a group Cp(X,Z2).
A p-chain is, therefore, kind of a selection of p-cells.
Definition 3.18 (p-Cycle) A p-chain with no boundary is called a p-cycle.
Figure 13 demonstrates the difference between a 1-chain and a 1-cycle. The
1-chain has as boundary the 0-cells with values 2, 5 and 8. The 1-cycle on the
other hand is a closed line and, therefore, has no boundary.
Definition 3.19 (Boundary Map) A boundary map is a map
∂p : Cp(X,Z2)→ Cp−1(X,Z2) (5)
such that ∂p−1 ◦ ∂p = 0.
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(b) 1-cycle
Figure 13: A 1-chain with branches and a 1-cycle, which is a closed loop.
In the case of CW or cubical complexes the boundary map works as follows:
Consider for instance a 2-cell which is in the plane. Then the boundary map
maps this part of the plane to the line surrounding it, that is the 1-cells that
are faces of the 2-cell. This “sum” of 1-cells, which correspond to the 1-cycle,
itself has no boundary. The boundary of a boundary is therefore always empty.
If a cell α is in the boundary of another cell β, then α must have exactly one
dimension less than β. If the boundary of a 2-cell for example is attached to a
0-cell, its boundary is empty.
Definition 3.20 (Chain Complex) A chain complex is a sequence of spaces
and maps of the following form:
0→ Cn(X,Z2) ∂n→ Cn−1(X,Z2) ∂n−1→ . . . ∂1→ C0(X,Z2)→ 0. (6)
Every chain complex starts with a zero, as the complex contains only cells
up to a dimension n (we only consider finite CW complexes). For every set
of p-cells one can determine the boundary, a set of (p − 1)-cells. This can be
repeated down to dimension zero. The boundary of 0-cells is empty. Therefore
every chain complex also ends with zero.
Example 3.2 The torus from figure 10 can be built using one 0-cell e, two 1-
cells a and b and one 2-cell c. So C0 contains only e. C1 contains a and b
and every “combination” of the two. C2 contains c. Both 1-cells are attached at
both ends to e. As we have Z2 coefficients, the boundary of each of the 1-cells is
empty. The 2-cell is attached to a and b, but to both of them twice. Therefore
the boundary of the 2-cell is also empty.
Using chain complexes we can now define homology groups.
Definition 3.21 (Homology Groups) Homology groups are the quotients
Hp(X, ∂) =
Ker∂p
Im∂p+1
(7)
The rank of the pth homology group Hp(X, ∂) is called pth Betti number.
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The pth homology group corresponds to the set of p-cells that have no bound-
ary (Ker∂p) and that are not the boundary of a (p+1)-cell (Im∂p+1). The rank
of the pth homology group corresponds to the number of closed p-dimensional
“loops” (p-cycles that are not “filled”).
When considering three-dimensional objects, the 0th Betti number is the
number of connected components, the 1st Betti number is the number of handles
and the 2nd Betti number the number of enclosed voids.
Example 3.3 The torus has 0th Betti number 1, as the torus is connected. The
1st Betti number is 2, as there are two two-dimensional holes: the hole in the
middle and the hole inside the torus (the torus is hollow). The 2nd Betti number
is 1, as the torus has a three-dimensional void inside.
Persistent Homology. As we want to acquire information about the whole
“history” of a topological space, this leads, especially when regarding data with
many similar scalar values, to a high number of critical values and rapidly
changing Betti numbers. This is why the concept of persistent homology was
introduced (see [Zom09]). Here, not only do we want to gain information about
the topological structures like connected components and handles, but we also
want to know how long they exist. In order to do so, a filtration of the space is
needed. In our case, a topological space is always represented by a complex. A
simple way to build a filtration on a complex is to first add all 0-cells, then all
1-cells and so on. A more useful way, however, is to sort the cells according to
the maximum scalar value on their boundary. Like that, the complex “grows”
as a threshold value is increased. We define the lifespan of a topological feature
as the difference of the scalar value of its creation and the scalar value of its
destruction. This way, topological features that exist for a long time can be
differentiated from those that are destroyed shortly after their creation.
3.4 Discrete Morse Theory
As the grid on which our data is defined is almost rectilinear, it can be trans-
formed to a cubical complex (see section 3.1). We have also seen how to compute
the homology classes of the lower level cuts of this cubical complex. However,
the number of cells can be very high. In this chapter we will see how to build
a so-called Morse complex on the data, which has the same topology as the cu-
bical complex, but which contains only the “important” (critical) cells. Morse
theory was originally defined only for so-called smooth manifolds, which are
mathematical spaces which locally look like the Rn and are smooth. As our
data is given on a discrete grid of points, this Morse theory is not applicable.
Instead, we will use discrete Morse theory as introduced by Forman ([For98],
[For02]), which is defined for cell complexes.
Definition 3.22 (Discrete Morse Function) A function f : K → R is called
discrete Morse function if for all α(p) ∈ K: f is less or equal f(α) on at most
one coface of α and f is bigger or equal f(α) on at most one face of α (see
[For02] p.11).
#{β(p+1) > α|f(β) ≤ f(α)} ≤ 1 (8)
#{γ(p−1) < α|f(γ) ≥ f(α)} ≤ 1 (9)
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Figure 14 demonstrates this definition. The function in (a) is not a discrete
Morse function, as the 1-cell with value 0 has two faces both of which have a
value higher than zero. The function in (b) is a discrete Morse function.
(a) Not a discrete Morse func-
tion
(b) A discrete Morse function
Figure 14: Example demonstrating the definition of a discrete Morse function.
Taken from [For02] p.12.
Definition 3.23 (Critical Cells) A cell α(p) is critical if all its cofaces have
strictly higher values and all faces have strictly lower values.
The function in figure 14 (b) has two critical cells. The cell with value 0
is critical, as both cofaces have values bigger than 0 and the cell itself has no
faces. The cell with value 5 is also critical, as both faces have values lower than
five and the cell has no cofaces.
Definition 3.24 (Discrete Vector Field) A discrete vector field V is a set
of pairs (α(p), β(p+1) of cells in K with α(p) < β(p+1), such that every cell appears
in at most one pair of V (see [For02] Definition 3.3).
As will be seen, the critical cells are then the cells that are not paired. When
graphically showing discrete vector fields, arrows are often used to show which
cells are paired (see figure 15).
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Figure 15: Example of a discrete vector field. The green cells are critical, the
arrows symbolise pairs in the vector field.
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Definition 3.25 (V-path) A V-path is a sequence of cells:
α
(p)
0 , β
(p+1)
0 , α
(p)
1 , β
(p+1)
1 , α
(p)
2 , . . . , β
(p+1)
r−1 , α
(p)
r (10)
with (αi, βi) ∈ V, βi > αi+1, and αi 6= αi+1 ∀ i = 0, . . . , r − 1.
A V-path is trivial if r = 1. It is closed if αr = α0 (see [For02] p.19).
Figure 16 shows two V-paths in a vector field. Graphically speaking, you
get V-paths by following the arrows.
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Figure 16: Example for V-paths in a discrete vector field. Red: V-paths from
the 0-cell with scalar value 10 to the 0-cell with value 2. Blue: V-path from the
1-cell between 4 and 12 to the 1-cell between 9 and 7.
Definition 3.26 (Gradient Vector Field) A discrete Morse function defines
a discrete vector field (the so-called gradient vector field) by pairing α(p) <
β(p+1) if f(β) ≤ f(α). The critical cells are exactly those which do not ap-
pear in a pair.
Along a V-path in the gradient vector field, the Morse function decreases
continuously (see [For02] Theorem 3.4). A discrete vector field is a gradient
vector field of a Morse function if and only if there are no non-trivial closed
V-paths (see [For02] Theorem 3.5). As it is difficult to build a Morse function
directly on a cubical complex, it is often easier to first build a discrete vector
field to determine the critical cells.
Theorem 3.1 Let K be a cubical complex with a discrete Morse function. Then
K is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex with exactly one p-cell for every
critical p-cell in K (see Corollary 3.5 in [For98]).
The “neighborhood” of cells in a Morse complex is defined by the boundary
map:
Definition 3.27 (Boundary Map) LetMp ⊆ Cp(K,Z2) be the subgroup gen-
erated by the critical p-cells. The boundary map is then defined as follows:
∂p :Mp →Mp−1 (11)
∂pβ =
∑
α∈Mp−1
cα,βα (12)
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Let Γ(β, α) be the set of all V-paths from faces of β to α. Then:
cα,β =
{
1, if #Γ(β, α) odd
0, if #Γ(β, α) even
(13)
Definition 3.28 (Morse Chain Complex) A Morse chain complex is a se-
quence of spaces and maps of the following form:
0→Mn(X,Z2) ∂n→Mn−1(X,Z2) ∂n−1→ . . . ∂1→M0(X,Z2)→ 0. (14)
Homology groups are the quotients
Hp(M, ∂) = Ker ∂p
Im ∂p+1
(15)
Then is for all p: Hp(M, ∂) ∼= Hp(K,Z2).
The homology groups that are computed from the Morse chain complex
correspond to those computed using the cubical complex.
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4 Algorithms
In this section I describe the algorithms used to compute topological information
of the three-dimensional scalar data. As the scalar data is given in the form of
a VTK file, its cubical complex is implicitly given.
The first algorithm constructs a discrete vector field on that cubical complex.
In the second algorithm, this discrete vector field and its critical points are used
to build a Morse chain complex. The third and fourth algorithm then compute
the persistent Betti numbers of that Morse chain complex.
The Betti numbers can then be used to improve visualizations. Isovalues
can be chosen such that every important topological feature is represented in
the set of rendered isosurfaces.
4.1 Construction of a Discrete Vector Field
The first two algorithms rely on the paper [RWS10]. The original algorithms
as shown in the paper were used on two- or three-dimensional grayscale images
of CT scans. I slightly adapted them to work for three-dimensional scalar data
as described in section 2, but the pseudo code is still basically the same. The
voxels of the image correspond to the data points and the grayscale values to
the scalar values. The neighborhood relations that are needed for the cubical
complex are given by the information on the topology in the VTK file.
The idea of the algorithm is to iteratively construct the vector field by using
simple homotopy expansion (see Definition 3.15). The algorithm thus starts
with the 0-cell with the lowest scalar value. The order in which the 0-cells
are considered is not important, as all lower stars are disjoint. For illustration
purposes I assume the algorithm starts with the 0-cells with the lowest scalar
value, which is the lower level cut for t = tmin. Then cells are added to the
complex by gradually increasing t. For 0-cell (data point) xi the lower star L(xi)
is examined (see Definition 3.6 and figure 17). The lower star is defined as the
set of all cofaces of xi with vertex values less or equal to g(xi). The algorithm
assumes that the scalar values on all data points are unique so that Ki+1 =
Ki ∪ L(xi). Thus, every data point (0-cell) can be examined independently, as
every cell is contained in the lower star of exactly one 0-cell.
The algorithm then tries to pair the cells in the lower star in order to build
a discrete vector field. Critical cells are introduced only if not all cells in the
lower star can be paired.
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Figure 17: Lower star of the 0-cell with value 8.
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Algorithm
The input of algorithm 1 is the scalar data. That means the algorithm needs
all data points in D with corresponding scalar values g as well as neighborhood
information in the form of a cubical complex. As output, the algorithm produces
a set of critical cells and a discrete vector field. The number of critical cells in
minimal as only those cells become critical that cannot be paired.
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(b) Output
Figure 18: Input: data points with scalar values and neighborhood relations.
Output: discrete vector field (illustrated by the arrows) with critical cells
(green).
The algorithm uses a number of functions that I want to explain beforehand:
The function num unpaired faces(δ) returns the number of still unpaired
faces of a cell δ, meaning the number of faces that are not yet contained in the
vector field.
Furthermore, the algorithm uses two priority queues. PQzero always con-
tains all cells that have no more free faces, whereas PQone contains all cells that
have exactly one free face left. The cells in these priority queues are ordered
by the function G. G(δ) of a cell δ returns the scalar values of the vertices of
the cell in descending order. [RWS10] shows that for three-dimensional data,
this ordering is not needed, as the resulting number and types of critical cells
do not change for different orderings. Therefore, I use normal queues instead of
priority queues.
The algorithm works as follows:
All data points are examined separately.
If the lower star L(x) of a data point contains only the point itself, there is
no way to pair this point. Thus, the data point is critical and a local minimum,
as all neighbouring cells have higher scalar values (see lines 2–4 of algorithm 1).
Otherwise, the data point (0-cell) is paired with the 1-cell whose other end
has the lowest scalar value of all neighbouring 1-cells (lines 6–7).
All other cells are then, if required, added to the corresponding priority
queues (lines 8–9). Then, cells are paired or added to the set of critical cells
until all cells in the lower star are done (lines 10–26). In the process, the cells
in PQone are considered first, in order to create as few critical cells as possible.
The first cell of PQone, therefore, is removed and paired with its only free face
(line 16). Afterwards, PQzero and PQone are updated (lines 17–18). As soon
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as there are no more cells in PQone, a cell of PQzero is removed and added to
the set of critical cells (lines 22–23). Again, PQone is updated.
Once there are no more cells neither in PQone nor in PQzero, all cells in the
lower star of the considered 0-cell have either been paired or added to the set of
critical cells. Therefore, the algorithm can continue with the next data point.
Algorithm 1 ProcessLowerStars(D, g)
Input: D set of data points
Input: g scalar values on the data points
Output: C critical cells
Output: V discrete vector field V [α(p)] = β(p+1)
1: for x ∈ D do
2: if L(x) = {x} then
3: x is a local minimum
4: add x to C
5: else
6: δ := the 1-cell in L(x) such that G(δ) is minimal
7: V [x] := δ
8: add all other 1-cells from L(x) to PQzero.
9: add all cells α ∈ L(x) to PQone such that α > δ and
num unpaired faces (α) = 1
10: while PQone 6= ∅ or PQzero 6= ∅ do
11: while PQone 6= ∅ do
12: α :=PQone.pop front
13: if num unpaired faces(α) = 0 then
14: add α to PQzero
15: else
16: V [pair(α)] := α
17: remove pair(α) from PQzero
18: add all cells β ∈ L(x) to PQone such that (β > α or β > pair(α))
and num unpaired faces(β) = 1
19: end if
20: end while
21: if PQzero 6= ∅ then
22: γ :=PQzero.pop front
23: add γ to C
24: add all cells α ∈ L(x) to PQone such that α > γ and
num unpaired faces(α) = 1
25: end if
26: end while
27: end if
28: end for
Example 4.1 Figure 19 demonstrates the proceeding of the algorithm. Con-
sider the cell with value 8. Figure 19 (a) shows the lower star L(x) of this cell.
First, the 0-cell (8) is paired with the 1-cell with the lowest G-value. In this case
that is the 1-cell (8.1) (see figure 19 (b)). All other 1-cells, meaning (8.3) and
(8.6) are then added to PQzero, as their only face in L(x) was x itself, which
has just been paired. The 2-cell (8.5.3.1) has only one free face left, namely the
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1-cell (8.3). It is therefore added to PQone. In the next step, the cell is removed
from PQone and paired with its only free face (8.3) (line 16) (see figure 19 (c)).
The cell (8.3) is removed from PQzero (line 17). As PQone is now empty, the
1-cell (8.6) is removed from PQzero (line 22) and added to the set of critical
cells. Thereby all cells in L(x) are done and the algorithm can continue with
the next data point.
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(a) Lower Star of 0-cell 8
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(c) Second Cell-pairing and adding
critical cell 8.6
Figure 19: Example illustrating the algorithm “ProcessLowerStar”. Red: lower
star, green: critical cell, arrows: pairings in the discrete vector field.
4.2 Building the Morse Complex
After the discrete vector field has been constructed, the second algorithm com-
putes the Morse chain complex. To do so, the algorithm follows the V-paths
(see Definition 3.25) from the faces of the critical cells to other critical cells us-
ing a breadth-first search. The number of paths between two critical cells then
defines the boundary operator (see Definition 3.27). With that, the Morse chain
complex (see Definition 3.28) is fully determined and the homology groups and
corresponding Betti numbers can be computed.
Algorithm
As input, algorithm 2 basically gets the input and output of the algorithm
“ProcessLowerStars”. That is the cubical complex of the data with the discrete
vector field defined on its cells as well as the critical cells. As output, it produces
the cells of the Morse chain complex (which coincide with the critical cells) and
for each cell all other critical cells that can be reached by following V-paths
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(Facelist). If critical cells can be reached by more than one path, they appear
once for each distinct path in Facelist. The cells in Facelist of a cell α are the
faces of α in the Morse chain complex.
In order to follow the V-paths, a breadth-first search is used, as paths can
fork. The search is implemented by the data structure of a queue (Qbfs). More
information on the breadth-first search can be found in [CLRS09].
The algorithm traverses all critical cells. For each critical p-cell, a p-cell is
added to the Morse chain complex. For p = 0 nothing else needs to be done, as
0-cells do not have a boundary and thus there are no V-paths to follow.
For all other cells γ(p) their faces α(p−1) are determined (line 5).
If α(p−1) is critical and, therefore, V [α(p−1)] is empty, α(p−1) “lies next to”
the original cell γ(p) in the Morse chain complex. That means that α(p−1) is
a face of γ(p) in the Morse complex and is added to the Facelist of γ(p) (lines
6–7). Here, my algorithm slightly differs from the one in [RWS10], as they did
not check if directly adjacent cells were already critical. Thus, in the original
algorithm the case that a critical cell is face of another critical cell was ignored.
If V [α(p−1)] is not empty (that is “an arrow starts” at cell α(p−1)), then
α(p−1) is added to Qbfs (lines 8–10). For all of these cells α(p−1) there are V-
paths that need to be followed. So as long as there are still cells in Qbfs, the
first cell α(p−1) is removed and cell β(p) = V [α(p−1)] is determined (lines 12–14).
Compute now all faces δ(p−1) of β(p) (except α(p−1)). Again, if δ(p−1) is
critical, δ(p−1) “lies next to” the original cell γ(p) in the Morse chain complex.
Otherwise, if V [δ(p−1)] is not empty, add δ(p−1) to Qbfs (lines 16–20). Continue
until there are no cells left in Qbfs. Then continue with the next critical cell in
the cubical complex in the same way.
Example 4.2 Figure 20 shows the Morse complex for the example already used
before. The green cells symbolize the cells in the Morse complex. The blue lines
are the V-paths that connect the 1-cells to their boundary 0-cells. The blue area
shows the V-paths from the 2-cell to its boundary 1-cells.
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Figure 20: Cells in the Morse chain complex are green. The blue lines and the
blue area symbolize how the cells are attached to one another.
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Algorithm 2 ExtractMorseComplex(K, V, C)
Input: K, cubical complex
Input: V , discrete vector field on K
Input: C, critical cells of V
Output: M, cells in the Morse chain complex
Output: Facelist, cell adjacencies of the Morse chain complex
1: for p ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} do
2: for γ(p) ∈ C do
3: create a new p-cell γ˜ ∈M
4: if p > 0 then
5: for α(p−1) < γ(p) do
6: if α ∈ C then
7: add α˜ to Facelist(γ˜)
8: else if V [α] 6= ∅ then
9: Qbfs.push back(α)
10: end if
11: end for
12: while Qbfs6= ∅ do
13: α := Qbfs.pop front
14: β(p) := V [α]
15: for δ(p−1) < β(p) s.t. δ 6= α do
16: if δ ∈ C then
17: add δ˜ to Facelist(γ˜)
18: else if V [δ] 6= ∅ then
19: Qbfs.push back(δ)
20: end if
21: end for
22: end while
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for
4.3 Computation of the Betti numbers
The algorithm used to compute the persistent Betti numbers is from [Zom09]
p. 15–16. The idea of the algorithm is to iteratively add cells to the complex.
For every cell added, exactly one Betti number changes by exactly one. If for
example a 0-cell is added, the number of connected components increases and,
therefore, also the 0th Betti number. When adding a 1-cell to the complex, two
different things can happen. The first possibility is that two different formerly
unconnected components are connected by the 1-cell. The result of this is that
the 0th Betti number decreases by one. Otherwise, the 1-cell connects two 0-
cells that are already connected. In this case, the 1st Betti number increases,
as this 1-cell then closes a 1-cycle. This works analogously for 2- and 3-cells.
Cells that create a cycle are called creators and cells that fill in a cycle are called
destroyers. Creator and destroyer cells build pairs.
The persistence is then some sort of difference between the creator and de-
stroyer cells. The longer a cycle exists in the filtration, the higher is its persis-
tence value. Suitable ways to compute persistence values for the cells will be
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explained in the following section 5. By removing cells that have low persistence
values, small fluctuations in the data can be ignored.
Algorithm
The algorithm requires a filtration of the Morse chain complex. In a filtration
multiple cells can be attached in the same step, but they all have to be attached
to previously added cells. Such a filtration, however, is already implied, as we
can assume a filtration according to the maximal scalar value of the vertices of
a cell. The algorithm takes this filtration as input. As output, the algorithm
produces a division of cells in creators and destroyers. As creators are cells that
create a new p-cycle, they increase the pth Betti number. Destroyers on the
other hand destroy a (p − 1)-cycle and, therefore, decrease the (p − 1)th Betti
number. The algorithm also pairs each creator-cell with the cell that destroys
the created p-cycle. Every cell is paired with at most one other cell. P-cycles
created by cells that are not paired still exist in the final complex.
The algorithms consists of two parts. Algorithm 3 is incremental. As in-
put, it gets the cells of a complex as well as information about their faces (to
compute the boundary of the cells in the complex). The cells (σ) are processed
according to the above mentioned filtration (line 1). The algorithm uses two
data structures, partner and cascade. partner is basically a map that contains
the pairings. cascade always contains the original cell and already inserted cells
that are “connected” to the original cell. Initially for each cell, partner[σ] is
empty and cascade[σ] is the cell σ itself (lines 2–3).
Algorithm 4 (“Eliminate-Boundaries”) “fills” cascade by recursively adding
cells that are paired with boundary cells (line 4). It is described in greater detail
further on.
If the boundary of the resulting cascade set of cells is empty, the cell σ
is a creator. If σ is a 0-cell (the boundary of 0-cells is always empty) then
it is a creator, as a new component is created. Thus, the 0th Betti number
increases. If σ is not a 0-cell and its boundary is empty, that means that the
cell σ connects already connected parts of the complex. Thereby a cycle is
created. On the other hand, if the boundary of cascade is not empty, then σ
fills the loop (homology class) that was created by its boundary elements. In
this case, partner[σ] is the youngest (added latest) element of the boundary of
cascade and partner of that cell is the cell σ (lines 5–8).
Algorithm 4 works as follows: as long as the boundary of cascade is not
empty, the youngest cell τ of the boundary is selected. If it has no partner, then
the algorithm is done, because then the boundary of cascade cannot become
empty. Otherwise, τ ’s partner is added to cascade and the new boundary of
cascade is computed. If it is still not empty, the algorithm continues.
From the data structure partner, the Betti numbers for every lower level
cut (see Definition 3.7) and persistence values can now be computed. For every
creator cell of dimension p, the pth Betti number increases by one, for every
destroyer cell of dimension p the (p − 1)th Betti number decreases by one.
A simple way of getting persistence values for every cell is to calculate the
difference between the scalar values for every creator-destroyer pair.
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Algorithm 3 Pair-Cells(M, facelist)
Input: M cells in a complex (here Morse chain complex)
Input: facelist cell adjacencies of the complex
Output: partner creator-destroyer pairs
1: for σ ∈M do
2: partner[σ] = ∅
3: cascade[σ] = σ
4: Eliminate-Boundaries(σ)
5: if ∂(cascade[σ]) 6= 0 then
6: τ = youngest(∂(cascade[σ]))
7: partner[σ] = τ
8: partner[τ ] = σ
9: end if
10: end for
Algorithm 4 Eliminate-Boundaries(σ)
1: while ∂(cascade[σ]) 6= 0 do
2: τ = youngest(∂(cascade[σ]))
3: if partner[τ ] = ∅ then
4: return
5: else
6: cascade[σ] = cascade[σ] + cascade[partner[τ ]]
7: end if
8: end while
Example 4.3 Figure 21 shows the example complex. Cells in the Morse com-
plex are colored green. They correspond to the critical cells. The cells, ordered
according to their maximum scalar value, are: {1, 2, 3, 3.1, 6, 6.1, 2.1, 6.2, 6.2.1}.
The cells are named according to their vertices in the Morse complex. These
can be found by following the V-paths from the boundaries of the critical cells
in the cubical complex as explained for algorithm 2. The first cell considered in
algorithm 3 is the cell 1. As it is a 0-cell, its boundary is empty. Therefore,
partner[1] = ∅ and cascade[1] = 1. Analogously, the algorithm proceeds for the
0-cells 2 and 3. The boundary of the 1-cell 3.2 consists of the 0-cells 3 and 2. As
3 was added after 2, the youngest cell τ in algorithm 4 (Eliminate-Boundaries)
is 3. As 3 does not have a partner yet, 3.1 and 3 are paired. The 0-cell 6 works
like the previous 0-cells. The 1-cells 6.1 and 2.1 are processed analogously to
cell 3.2. When considering cell 6.2, however, cell 6 is already paired. Therefore,
Eliminate-Boundaries adds its partner, 6.1, to cascade. The new boundary of
cascade then consists of the cells 1 and 2. As cell 2 has also already been paired,
its partner 2.1 is added to cascade. This makes the boundary of cascade empty.
Therefore, cell 6.2 creates a 1-cycle and is not paired. Lastly, consider cell 6.2.1.
The boundary consists of cells 6.2, 6.1 and 2.1. As 6.2 has not been paired yet,
it is paired with cell 6.2.1. The 2-cell 6.2.1 destroys the 1-cycle that had been
created by cell 6.2.
As will be seen in the following chapter 5, the persistence values can be
computed in different ways. Here, I will use a simple difference of the scalar
values at which cells are added. Cell 1 does not have a partner. That means
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that the 0-cycle created by this cell still exists in the final complex. Therefore,
the persistence value for this cell is 12− 1 = 11. Depending on definition it can
also be infinity, as the cycle is never destroyed. Cell 2 gets destroyed by cell 2.1,
which is added at threshold value 9. Thus, the persistence values for cells 2 and
2.1 are both 9− 2 = 7. Analogously, the other values can be computed.
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1
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11
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3
Figure 21: Cells in the Morse Complex in green.
σ 1 2 3 3.1 6 6.1 2.1 6.2 6.2.1
partner[σ] 2.1 3.1 3 6.1 6 2 6.2.1 6.2
cascade[σ] 1 2 3 3.1 6 6.1 2.1 6.2 6.2.1
6.1
2.1
persistence value 11 7 2 2 2 2 7 2 2
Table 1: Data structures partner and cascade after execution of the algorithm 3
and 4 and persistence value as computed by a simple difference of scalar values
of creator-destroyer pairs.
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5 Implementation Details
I implemented the algorithms in C++ using the Visualization Toolkit (VTK,
see www.vtk.org for more information). For a simple introduction to VTK see
[SAH00]. I use VTK mainly because the previous visualizations were also cre-
ated using VTK, which makes it easy to compare the new image representations
with the old ones. Furthermore, the biological data is given in the form of a
VTK file.
The program proceeds in three steps. First, the data is transformed to a
cubical complex, then, the topological information is computed by the three
algorithms as described in section 4. The third step is to choose the isovalues
according to the persistence values and render the isosurfaces.
5.1 Transformation to Cubical Complex
The VTK file can be read and turned into an unstructured grid object by
VTK. Unfortunately, the functionality of this grid only supports points, lines
and two dimensional polygons. As the algorithms also need information on the
three-dimensional cubes, I implemented my own classes to represent the cubical
complex of the data. The complex is implemented as a class which is basically
just a map of IDs to cells.
Cells are also represented as instances of a class. Every cell has a unique
ID, a dimension, and stores information about its vertices, faces and cofaces.
Furthermore, the positions of all vertices are stored and for zero-cells also their
scalar value. A cell can be a creator and can contain information about its
persistence. This information is not stored for all cells but will only be added
for those which are classified as critical by the lower star algorithm.
The cubical complex is built iteratively. First, all data points are added as
0-cells. Therefore, the IDs of the 0-cells are the lowest. In the next step, the
1-cells are added. That is done by a loop over the 0-cells and it is determined
what other 0-cells are neighbors. The lines connecting two 0-cells are added as
1-cells. In the same way, 2- and 3-cells are added.
5.2 Topological Algorithms
Constructing the discrete vector field. Algorithm 1 traverses all data
points. As each cell has a unique ID and the data points are 0-cells, the al-
gorithm just has to iterate over all 0-cell IDs. As the lowest IDs are given to
the 0-cells, this can be done using a simple for-loop which stops once the ID is
higher than the number of points in the grid.
In the next step of the algorithm, the lower stars for every data point are
needed. As every cell stores its cofaces, the computation of the stars for every
data point can be done quite easily. The problem here was the computation of
the lower stars. It is possible that neighboring scalar values are equal, but the
algorithm needs all scalar values to be unique in order to work properly. I first
ignored that problem and just defined the lower star as all cells lower or equal to
the cell value. I deemed it unlikely that there were equal values on neighboring
data points because the scalar values have seven digits after decimal point.
However, it turned out that this problem does occur in the given data. In the
original algorithm as described in [RWS10], grayscale pictures from CT scans
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were analyzed. In their case all values were integers. They modified identical
values by adding a fraction of the lowest difference between two grayscale values.
The only requirement for the ordering is, however, that it is consistent. I solved
the problem by defining, if scalar values are equal, that value as lower where the
ID of the corresponding 0-cell is lower. It can be shown that this choice does
not affect the correctness of the resulting vector field.
The computed discrete vector field is stored as a map of cell IDs.
Building the Morse complex. The implementation of this algorithm works
rather straightforward as can be seen in the pseudo code of algorithm 2. I did
not, however, create new cells for the Morse complex as was implied in the
pseudo code. Instead I only stored which cells were critical. Facelist is stored
as a map from the cell IDs to a vector of the face cell IDs.
Computing the Betti numbers. Computing the Betti numbers was quite
challenging as there are different approaches of which not all worked for arbitrary
complexes.
For example I tried the algorithm described in [DE95] which assumes the
complex to be simplicial and a subset of the 3-sphere. The algorithm worked
to compute the 0th Betti number. To compute the higher Betti numbers, the
complement of the complex was needed. When the considered complex is a sub-
set of the 3-sphere, this can be done easily. In section 6.2 (p. 781) of [DE95] it
is described how to adapt the algorithm for non-triangulated complexes. How-
ever, this method constructs a multigraph that needs all 2-cells to be oriented.
Therefore, a lot of preprocessing of the data would have been required in order
to be able to use this algorithms.
That is why I decided to use a different approach instead, namely the algo-
rithm described in 4.3. It works quite well for the given data and additionally
returns information about the persistence. A small difficulty here was how to
get the boundary of a cell. All faces of a cell in the Morse complex are stored
in the data structure Facelist. The boundary, however, is not equivalent to the
vector of cells in Facelist. If a cell appears an even number of times in Facelist,
the cell is not in the boundary.
Imagine for example a circle, which is a 1-cell whose both ends are attached
to the same 0-cell. Then this 0-cell appears twice in the facelist of the 1-cell,
but the boundary of the circle is empty.
Algorithms 3 and 4 return the data structure partner, which divides the set
of cells in two groups: creators and destroyers. Creators are those cells that
create a p-cycle, destroyers are cells that fill a (p−1)-cycle and like that destroy
the cycle. The persistence is then some sort of difference between values for the
creator and its destroyer. The only available values in our case are the scalar
values. A big problem when computing the persistence values for the data used
in this thesis is that the values range over several orders of magnitude, even
when already applying a logarithmic scale.
The first idea was to define the persistence values as the simple difference
between the scalar values of creator and destroyer cells. This, however, leads
to very high values for high scalar values and very low values for lower scalar
values although the metric difference between the isosurfaces is about the same.
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Using the logarithm to base 10 on both scalar values and then taking the
difference improves this. However, it still did not lead to persistence values cor-
responding to visual impression. What does work quite well for some examples
is to first transfer the scalar values to a scale from 1 to 1000 (1 for lowest value in
scalar range, 1000 for highest) and then using the difference between logarithms
to base 10.
Another method I tried is to not use the scalar values at all, but to count how
many other critical cells have values between the creator and destroyer-pairs.
The first two methods are used for the results, the third method did not
improve visualizations.
5.3 Displaying the Isosurfaces
For coloring the isosurfaces, I use a logarithmic VTK lookup table that ranges
from blue over green and yellow to red. In some of the examples I modified
that lookup table so that all values above a certain threshold are red and the
lookup table is only used for lower values. The reason for this decision was that
otherwise some pictures were completely blue. I also experimented with different
color maps, but the described one was the one that was used also in previous
visualizations of the data. Therefore, it is easier to compare visualizations and
also better understandable for biologists and physicians.
I originally used a simple logarithmic map for the opacity values as well,
but, as the scalar values are “more than logarithmic”, most isosurfaces were
very transparent. Therefore, I determine the opacity values by first mapping
the scalar range of values to the range from 2 to 10 and then take the logarithm
to base 10. The value 2 is experimental. The higher value needs to be 10 so that
the maximum value has opacity one. If the lower value were 0, the isosurface
for the lowest scalar value would be completely transparent. As I want all
isosurfaces to be seen, I changed the value to 2.
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6 Results
In this section some results for a couple of examples are shown. The data is of
simulations of cells in the lymph nodes as explained in section 2. The examples
differ only in the number and types of biological cells and in the resolution of
the grid. I use three different configurations to illustrate the algorithms.
The first example is of a single biological cell that emits IL-2 on its whole
surface. Here, I use two different data sets, one with a lower and one with a
higher resolution. As will be seen, the isosurfaces are in this case all spheres
around the biological cell. I use this configuration because it demonstrates all
parts of the algorithms quite well and is easily understandable.
The second example is still of a single biological cell, but one that emits IL-2
on a synapse, that is on a tiny point on its surface. In this case, the isosurfaces
are no longer all spheres around the whole biological cell, but mainly half spheres
around the synapse attached to the spherical cell.
The third example is a simulation of 216 biological cells arranged in a grid
of 6× 6× 6. This example is much more complex than the previous two. From
a biological perspective it is much more interesting, as the interaction between
the cells can be observed.
Sizes and Execution Times for the Examples
Table 2 shows the different sizes of the example data. The number of cells in the
cubical complex is, depending on the number of data points, extremely high.
The number of cells in the corresponding Morse complex is much lower, less
than 1%, but still contains the same topological information.
Single Cell Cell Synapse 216 cells
Size of VTK file 543 kB 4489 kB 13498 kB
Number of 0-cells (cubical) 2170 15282 50437
Number of 1-cells (cubical) 5976 43824 146556
Number of 2-cells (cubical) 5472 41856 141264
Number of 3-cells (cubical) 1664 13312 44928
Total number 15282 114274 383185
Number of 0-cells (Morse) 12 68 587
Number of 1-cells (Morse) 46 101 720
Number of 2-cells (Morse) 42 35 350
Number of 3-cells (Morse) 6 0 0
Total number 106 204 1657
Percentage of cubical cells 0.7 % 0.18 % 0.4 %
Table 2: Sizes of Cubical and Morse Complex
Table 3 shows the execution times for the different parts of the program. The
times were taken on a laptop computer with processor: Intel Core i3 M370 @
2.40GHz. The table shows that the times for transforming the data to a cubical
complex and for processing the lower stars are highest. These times strongly
depend on the number of data points, as a loop over all data points is needed in
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both cases. The cubical complex, however, only has to be built once for every
grid. Therefore, for time dependant data where the grid does not change, this
would only have to be computed once. Once the critical cells are extracted,
execution times are much lower because there are fewer cells to iterate over.
The time for rendering is connected to the number of isosurfaces that shall be
shown. The rendering times are low enough to allow user interaction. All the
examples shown in this section can be interactively rotated and zoomed in real
time. The total time is slightly higher than the sum of the individual times, as
times for I/O are not listed.
Single Cell Cell Synapse 216 cells
Cubical Complex 0.04 sec 2.39 sec 8.56 sec
Vector Field 0.04 sec 2.52 sec 8.99 sec
Morse Complex 0 sec 0.03 sec 0.3 sec
Betti numbers 0 sec 0.01 sec 0.06 sec
Rendering 0.13 sec 0.16 sec 0.65 sec
Total 0.22 sec 5.42 sec 19.48 sec
Table 3: Execution times for different data examples.
6.1 Single Cell
The first simulation considered here is of a single biological cell that emits IL-2
on its whole surface. The data is given in two different resolutions. The con-
centration of IL-2 decreases very fast as the distance from the biological cell
grows. Therefore, the concentration is lowest in the corners of the grid cube.
Isosurfaces in this data would all be spheres around the biological cell if the do-
main were not restricted. As the domain is a cube, some of the spheres are cut
off at the boundary of the domain. Figure 22 shows a visualization using three
isosurfaces. The opacity values for (a) are chosen as described in section 5.3.
The three isovalues are distributed evenly over the range of the scalar values.
They are computed as follows:
d =
max−min
3 + 1
outer = min+ d
middle = min+ 2d
inner = min+ 3d
max and min are maximum and minimum of the scalar range. outer, middle
and inner are the isovalues for the three isosurfaces. The computation of higher
numbers of isovalues works analogously.
Figure 23 shows the discrete vector field as computed by algorithm 1 for this
data using the lower resolution for demonstrating purposes. It is obvious that
all arrows direct away from the center and to the corners, which corresponds to
the fact that the cell emits IL-2. Therefore, the concentration is highest on the
surface of the biological cell and lowest in the corners of the domain.
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(a) Transparent Isosurfaces (b) Opaque Isosurfaces
Figure 22: Single biological cell, three isosurfaces distributed evenly over the
scalar range of the data.
Figure 23: Discrete vector field as computed by algorithm 1 for single cell using
a lower resolution.
Algorithm 1 builds that discrete vector field and determines the critical cells
as shown in figure 24 (a). These critical points reflect the topological changes of
the lower level cuts as the threshold value increases. For this example, the lower
level cut would initially be eight points in the eight corners of the cube. As the
threshold value increases, so will the level sets in the corners. For some value
they will merge building a “cube mesh”. As the threshold further increases,
the holes in the sides become smaller and the set eventually becomes homotopy
equivalent to a sphere. So there are three topologically different constellations.
Thus, one would expect there to be 8 critical 0-cells in the corners, 12 critical
1-cells along the edges and 6 critical 2-cells on the sides. Figure 24 (a) shows
that this is the case for the lower resolution. The critical cells as computed
in algorithm 1, however, highly depend on the grid of the data. This can be
seen in figure 24 (b). It shows the critical points for the same data, but for a
higher resolution. One can see that there are more critical cells. Here, the used
grid produces local minima around the cell. These can be removed by using
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information about the persistence. As the corresponding p-cycles do not persist
for a big range of threshold values, they have a low persistence value. Figure 24
(c) shows only those critical cells that have a persistence value higher than 0.1.
The persistence value was computed, as explained at the end of section 5.2, by
first transforming the values to a range from 1 to 1000 and then applying the
difference of the logarithms to base 10. The resulting critical cells are then the
same as for the lower resolution and correspond with what is expected.
(a) low resolution (b) high resolution (c) high resolution, only high-
persistence cells
Figure 24: Single cell using different resolutions. Critical cells in the Morse
complex are colored in green. Spheres represent 0-cells, lines 1-cells and squares
2-cells. In (c) only cells with persistence values higher than 0.1 are shown.
Figure 25 shows the visualization of isosurfaces that corresponds to the pre-
viously seen critical cells in the Morse complex. There is one isosurface for each
of the critical values. These values are multiplied by 0.9 or 1.1 depending on
whether cells are creators or destroyers so that also the isosurfaces that corre-
spond to the critical cells in the corners can be seen. In this case, the isosurfaces
can be made completely opaque, as all but the one in the middle have holes and,
therefore, the inner ones can be seen even if the outer ones are not transparent.
(a) transparent (b) opaque
Figure 25: Isovalues for the critical values multiplied by 0.9 or 1.1 depending
on whether cells are creators or destroyers.
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As the algorithm that builds the discrete vector field always considers the
lower stars, it induces a filtration that starts with the points in the corners of
the domain. These points “get bigger” until they touch at the edges of the
domain and form a “grid”. Eventually, the sides are filled to form something
homotopy equivalent to a sphere. If the domain were not restricted, however,
the resulting lower level cut would always be homotopy equivalent to a sphere.
That is why I also built the Morse complex for the inverse scalar values. This
works because all scalar values are positive. Then the “upper” level cut starts
as a sphere that is the boundary of the biological cell and increases as the scalar
values decrease, but always stays homotopy equivalent to a sphere, even though
the corresponding isosurfaces are not always spheres.
By using periodical boundary it is (in theory) possible to compose a bigger
domain with identical single biological cells arranged in a grid. However, this
example of a single cell is, from a biological point of view, not correct and there
are different types of biological cells that shall be simulated.
6.2 Single Cell Emitting on a Synapse
From a biological point of view, the example of the cell emitting on its whole
surface is not correct, as the biological cells secrete only on a tiny point on
their surface, the so-called synapse. This changes the topology of the data.
Isosurfaces are now half spheres around the synapse as can be seen in figure
26. The biological cell is shown as a green sphere. 20 isosurfaces are displayed.
The isovalues are chosen uniformly over the range of the data. This example
demonstrates quite well that the data is logarithmic, as all isosurfaces are very
close to the synapse. The range of this data goes from around 0.0006 to 0.0037.
The lowest isovalue is about 0.0007. So all the values that are not inside the
half sphere around the synapse are lower than 0.0007.
Figure 26: IL-2 concentration around a single biological cell (green sphere) using
20 isosurfaces distributed evenly over the scalar range of the data.
Using information about the critical cells of the data to determine isovalues
results in more uniformly distributed isosufaces. Figure 27 shows 57 isosurfaces.
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The isovalues are the critical values. As seen in table 2, the actual number of
critical cells is, with 199, even higher than that. Cutting the values off after the
sixth digit after decimal point reduces the number to the mentioned 57. It can
be seen that the isosurfaces are distributed over the whole domain of the data,
but it is difficult to distinguish between the isosurfaces as there are too many.
Figure 27: Single cell, 57 isosurfaces distributed according to the critical values.
Selecting only the most persistent critical cells reduces the number of isosur-
faces. As explained in section 5, it is quite difficult to compute good persistence
values for data ranging over multiple levels of magnitude. I found that com-
puting the persistence value as explained at the end of section 5.2 by scaling
first to values between 1 and 1000 and then applying the logarithm to base ten
results in the isosurfaces being more evenly distributed over the domain if only
the most persistent ones are extracted. Figure 28 shows only the isosurfaces
that correspond to cells with persistence values higher or equal to 0.1.
However, even though a logarithmic color scale is used, almost all displayed
isosurfaces are blue. That is why I use a different color scale for figures 29 to 31.
This color scale sets the color for all values above 20% of the maximum value to
red. Figures 29 and 30 only show isosurfaces for critical cells with persistence
value higher or equal to 0.1. In that case 18 isosurfaces are drawn. One can see
in figure 30 that periodic boundary conditions are used for this example, as all
isosurfaces that end on one side “continue” on the opposite side. The example
with transparent isosurfaces demonstrates better the high concentration values
around the synapse, but it is somewhat difficult to distinguish the isosurfaces.
For opaque isosurfaces it is easier to see the exact position of the isosurfaces,
but the the very high concentrations close to the synapse cannot be seen as the
corresponding isosurfaces are hidden by one for a lower value.
Figure 31 shows the seven isosurfaces for cells with persistence value higher
or equal 0.2. In that case, the most important structures in the data can still
be seen.
When computing the Morse complex for inverse values as described for the
previous example, and if the domain was not restricted, then the upper level
cut would always be homotopy equivalent to a ball.
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Figure 28: Single cell, 18 isosurfaces distributed according to the critical values
with persistence higher or equal to 0.1 .
Figure 29: Single cell, 18 isosurfaces distributed according to the critical values
with persistence higher or equal to 0.1, color scale modified to red for values
above 20% of maximum value.
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Figure 30: Single cell, 18 isosurfaces distributed according to the critical values
with persistence higher or equal to 0.1, color scale modified to red for values
above 20% of maximum value.
Figure 31: Single cell, seven isosurfaces distributed according to the critical
values with persistence higher or equal to 0.1 and color scale modified to red for
values above 20% of maximum value.
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6.3 Multiple Cells
So far, the examples only showed one cell. As there is a huge number of T cells in
the lymph nodes, the simulations start getting interesting from about 100 cells.
The following example shows 216 cells arranged regularly in a 6×6×6 grid. 71 of
them are T helper cells that emit IL-2 on a synapse, like in the second example.
Also 71 are regulatory T helper cells that keep the concentration values from
getting too high. The other 74 cells are responding T helper cells that can be
activated.
Figure 7 in section 2.3 showed a very simple, because straight forward, vi-
sualization of this data using isosurfaces. Figure 32 shows the same data and
same number of isosurfaces, but using a logarithmic scale for the coloring. In
this picture, it is already easier to distinguish the isosurfaces as their colors
differ more.
Figure 32: 216 cells, logarithmic color map, 20 isosurfaces for isovalues chosen
uniformly over the scalar range of the data.
This, however, does not yet solve the problem that isosurfaces are hidden
by others. Figure 33 shows the same isosurfaces as before, but with changing
transparencies for different isovalues as explained in section 5. The secreting
T helper cells are shown in pink. As they emit IL-2, concentration values are
highest around their synapses.
The next step is to choose the isosurfaces according to the critical values
of the data. As the data is very complex, there is a high number of critical
cells. As was seen in table 2, the total number of critical cells is 1657. If all of
those cells were rendered, it would be impossible to see anything. Therefore, it
is important to choose those that actually represent important changes in the
topology. This, however, is quite difficult as in this case it is not possible to say
beforehand what forms the isosurfaces are going to be. Close to the secreting
T helper cells they will also be half-spheres around the synapse, but for lower
isovalues they will start to merge. In this case I do not show all critical cells as
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Figure 33: 216 cells, 18 isosurfaces for isovalues chosen uniformly over the
scalar range of the data. Colors and opacity values are chosen according to
the scalar value on a logarithmic scale. The 71 pink spheres represent the se-
cretory T helper cells.
in the first example because there are too many of them. Instead, figure 34(a)
shows a plot of the Betti numbers for the lower level cuts as they change for
different scalar threshold values. The Betti numbers are strongly connected to
the critical cells, as these numbers change every time a critical cell is added to
the Morse complex of the lower level cut. For values lower than the lowest scalar
value, all Betti numbers are zero. The 0th Betti number initially increases, as
the lowest values are around the regulatory T cells and initially are separated.
At some point, the individual areas around the regulatory T cells start to merge
and the 0th Betti number decreases again. The 2nd Betti number steadily
increases up to a value of 216 as more and more biological cells are surrounded
by the lower level cut. The plot ends at a scalar value of about 0.02 even though
the maximum scalar value is about 0.07. The reason for this is that for values
above 0.02 the topology of the lower level cuts does not change any more. As
the highest values are close to the secretory T helper cells, even for a value
below the maximum value, the lower level cut is a cube with 216 holes. The
lines in the plot are, however, not very “smooth”. Instead there is a lot of noise,
probably also as a reason of the used grid.
The lines become more “smooth” if only the persistent Betti numbers are
shown, which means that only those critical cells are considered that are per-
sistent. Figure 34(b) shows the same plot as above, but only those critical cells
that have persistence values higher or equal to 0.02 are considered. In this case
I use a simple difference of the critical values of creator-destroyer-pairs to com-
pute the persistence values, as this simple way already demonstrates quite well
how the plot changes.
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Figure 34: Plot of the Betti numbers for the lower level cuts corresponding to
different scalar threshold values. (b) shows only changes of the Betti numbers
that were produced by critical cells with persistence values higher of equal to
0.02.
As already explained for the previous examples, upper level cuts can be used
instead of the lower level cuts. As the cells emit a substance I found this way
more intuitive. Figure 35(a) shows the plot that corresponds to the upper level
cuts. This plot is to be read from right to left. For scalar values that are higher
than the maximum value, all Betti numbers are zero. As the value decreases,
the upper level cuts are points or balls around the synapses of the emitting
T cells. Therefore, the 0th Betti number, which is the number of connected
components, increases to a value of 71, as there are 71 secreting T helper cells.
For a threshold value of about 0.02 some of the balls around the T cells start to
reach the boundary of the domain, which leads to an increase of the 0th Betti
numbers as new components appear. For the same value, the first balls around
different synapses merge. At values slightly over 0.01, the first biological cells
are surrounded by the upper level cuts. For a value close to zero, the whole
domain is in the upper level cut. As there are 216 biological cells, the 2nd Betti
number, which is the number of enclosed voids, increases to this value.
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Figure 35(b) shows also the Betti numbers of the upper level cuts. In this
case, however, only those critical cells with persistence values higher or equal to
0.05 are considered. The persistence values in this case are computed using a
simple difference between the critical values of creator-destroyer-pairs. It can be
seen that for high values the plot looks exactly the same. For lower values, the
plot is “smoothed”. The 1st Betti number stays zero for all threshold values.
The 0th Betti number initially increases and then stays the same. It does
not, as seen in the previous plot, become higher than 71. The increase of the
number of connected components as seen before, was a result of the upper level
cut traversing the boundary of the domain. This plot shows that these new
components do not persist for a long range of scalar values, but are connected
to other components for only slightly smaller threshold values. The 2nd Betti
number stays the same as for the previous plot.
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Figure 35: Plot of the Betti numbers for the upper level cuts corresponding to
different scalar threshold values. (b) shows only changes of the Betti numbers
that were produced by persistent critical cells.
The figures 36 and 37 show isosurfaces that are “hand-picked” according
to decisive values of the plot in figure 35. They both show three isosurfaces.
One isovalue is chosen as a value slightly higher than 0.02, where the number
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of connected components is still highest. The second isovalue is chosen as the
value where the 2nd Betti number increases to 1. For that value, the 1st Betti
number is 26. The third isosurfaces is choses as the value where the upper level
cut is connected. The corresponding value is about 0.01. 51 biological cells are
already surrounded by the upper level cut for this value.
For these pictures as well as for all other pictures I relied on VTK for ren-
dering transparent isosurfaces. In these pictures, however, it can be seen that
VTK obviously does not work properly for transparent isosurfaces. Compare
for example the lower right corners of figures 36 and 37. In the first picture,
it appears as if the light blue isosurface were in front of the darker blue one.
When regarding the second picture, however, it can be seen that this is not the
case. Transparency is a big problem in computer graphics and it looks like VTK
here concentrates on rendering speed instead of correctness. The big advantage
of this is that the images can be rotated in real time. Furthermore, VTK gives
some good results for a lot of cases, as can be seen for example in figure 33,
where the problem is hardly noticeable.
Figure 36: Multiple cells, inverse values, three hand-picked isosurfaces for Betti
values: B0:71, B0:26 and B2:1, B0:1 and B2:51, transparency logarithmic from
log10(5) to 1, color from 20% of maximum red, under 200% of minimum blue
Figures 38 and 39 both show the three most persistent isosurfaces. Persis-
tence values are in both cases computed by first scaling the scalar values to a
range from 1 to 1000 and then applying the logarithm to base ten, as described in
section 5.2. The difference between the two figures is, that in the first one lower
level cuts are considered and in the second one upper level cuts. Both images
show isosurfaces close to the regulatory T cells (illustrated as green spheres).
In the first image, isosurfaces for lower values are shown as well, but they are
mostly hidden by the light blue one. In the second image, isosurfaces are also
drawn for very high isovalues. They are shown in red and are, obviously, close
to the synapses of the secretory T helper cells (which are not shown).
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Figure 37: Multiple cells, inverse values, three hand-picked isosurfaces for Betti
values: B0:71, B0:26 and B2:1, B0:1 and B2:51, color from 20% of maximum
red, under 200% of minimum blue
Figure 38: Multiple cells, isosurfaces colored according to a logarithmic scale.
Three isosurfaces for isovalues chosen according to persistent critical cells. Green
spheres are regulatory T cells.
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Figure 39: Multiple cells: isosurfaces colored according to a logarithmic scale.
Three isosurfaces for isovalues chosen according to persistent critical cells. Green
spheres are regulatory T cells. Red spots indicate the synapses of the secreting
T cells
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7 Outlook
The algorithms in this thesis are very good to extract topological information
about the data. However, computing persistence values that perfectly mirror
the most important topological changes is very difficult for this type of data.
The problem, as mentioned earlier, is that the data values range over several
orders of magnitude.
Another peculiarity of the data are the periodic boundary conditions. In the
presented algorithms, this is not considered. Therefore, critical cells are added
if the level cut crosses the boundary of the domain. However, this is kind of still
the “same” level cut. These additional connected components could be removed
by identifying points on opposite sides of the domain. A problem that I could
imagine when doing so is that V-paths could become circles. In that case, the
algorithms would not work.
Furthermore, in this thesis only the steady state of the data is visualized
by applying topological methods for choosing relevant isovalues and rendering
steady isosurfaces. Visualizing the data over time is quite difficult. I already
tried first visualizations rendering the isosurfaces for given timesteps. The idea
was to be able to follow single isosurfaces over time, but the temporal resolution
of the data was not fine enough to see a continuous development. One big
problem here is that the scalar values change very fast. The overall minimum
value is around 0, the overall maximum around 1.5. In every single time step,
however, the scalar values only vary over a range of around 0.05 and the highest
value in one time step is often not much higher than the lowest value in the next
step. Therefore, when using a color map that ranges over the complete range of
values, almost every time step has only one color. Moreover, following a single
isosurface over time is almost impossible, as most isosurfaces that appear in one
time step do no longer exist in the next one. At times close to the steady state
at the end, the values between different time steps stay closer together. For this
final part, it might thus be possible to follow a single isosurface through this
period of time.
One interest of the biologists when considering the time dependent data is
how the distribution changes over time. This can be viewed as the question of
how the topology changes over time. Therefore, one idea to solve this problem
would be to compute the Morse complex with corresponding (persistent) Betti
numbers for all time steps and see if the Betti number distribution is the same
for every step. To do so, the plots as seen for example in figure 34 could be
compared. This would increase the understanding of the underlying data as it
is difficult to see if the distribution changes over time, even if each time step is
visualized.
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